This is what was intended to happen with the COVID-19. This is the big enchilada. The big Trump-Pompeo-Bolton plan to completely suppress China.

Yah. Make no mistake.

The evidence is in, and with [1] Pompeo admitting that the COVID-19 strike against China was intentional, and [2] the Chinese treating it as a bioweapon, you just cannot deny what is going on. Not to mention that the bio-weapons scientists from Russia and America also agree that this is an American biological weapon.

I mean, you can only keep your head in the sand for so long. If it acts like a duck, waddles like a duck, quacks like a duck and has a painted sign saying “I am a duck!”….

…it’s a duck.
I can hear the scoffing already, I continue to think lots of people have a big blind spot in understanding power and how it's being executed because they don't want to consider silly sounding things like the occult.

It's taken me many long years and lots of reading to start wrapping my head around the twisted belief system of these sociopaths. I don't think it benefits anyone to underestimate what they are capable of, yet many of you here seem to be doing precisely that.
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COVID-19 was an American biological weapons attack to suppress China. It was a part of many other efforts, and all which are combined into the so-called “hybrid war” that Trump has been promising his followers for the last four years. (More about that here.) You know, that pesky “hybrid-war” that everyone is talking about on the internet.
He kept his promise, don’t you know.

Now before you all get your tail feathers all ruffled up, ask yourself these questions...

[1] Does Donald Trump *try* to keep his promises?
[2] Will Trump try to Make America Great Again?
[3] How does China fit in that equation of America being great?
[4] Would John Bolton support a war against China?
[5] Would Mike Pompeo support a war against China?

It's all there. No matter how uncomfortable it might be to accept.

The COVID-19 was indeed part of an aggressive “hybrid war” that Trump and his advisors; Pompeo and Bolton, were using to suppress China. This is obvious to anyone paying attention, and any student of history, that America is tumbling into the historical dangers of the *Thucydides Trap*.

“Make America First.” Right?

This is the best write up so far on the *big plan* out of Washington DC, and how it actually materialized. It fully explains the mysteries that surround this event. And as you read it, many puzzle pieces will come into focus. Indeed, the abject clarity of the entire effort will materialize right before your very eyes.

It’s a great article.
Let’s look at this COVID-19 situation in terms of the geo-political ramifications. Let’s look at the big picture.

But first, before we look at American’s big plan to suppress China, let’s consider the global ramifications, and what China must think of all this. You do know, that they don’t get their news from CNN. They have real experts, not actors or diversity hires, from which to make their decisions upon.

What do you think that the Chinese think of all this...

A Chinese response to US regime strategy would have to be genuinely asymmetrical.

In the sense it would use resources against which the US has little or no defense.
Since the US is probably one of the most poorly organized industrial countries in the world, any degree of well-organized and disciplined action is likely to do damage to the US. (But that is another issue.)

It is entirely possible that China was active "below the surface" after so many other attacks (the last four years of non-stop viral attacks against livestock and food grains) and because it has been unwilling to waste efforts or goodwill in overt military action. It seems to me at least clear that China deliberately refrained from accusing the US of what was so obviously an attack.

The question that must have arisen for China was-- if this attack is not suppressed systematically then other similar attacks can continue.

The issue was to map the pipeline so to speak and find ways to cut the flow (of the COVID-19) into the country. This was certainly a military and not just a public health priority.

For me at least, it makes perfect sense to conceal as much as possible about the nature of a covert attack until one has developed a defense or other response. China had every reason to deny the US any excess intelligence about the results of its attack. That is also why no one wanted (or wants to call it a war).

If there is no "war" then any information China withholds is negligent. If it is a war-- then we are talking about self-defense against an aggressor and all his NATO allies.

Even if we did not have the war with China however we would be faced with the fact that the NATO, and the US regime that owns it, is ruled by psychopaths. Psychopaths for whom human life is merely a conduit for potential cash-flow. They constitute pathogens for which there are no BSL standards high enough to contain.

-Dr. T. P. Wilkinson
No one wants to see what is really going on; that their beloved President would willingly launch bio-weapons against the world in order to Make America Great Again.

The Big American Plan to suppress China, and keep America Number One in the world.

This article was passed on to me in it’s really raw state by Chua. Who wrote this as the preface...

Wow, entire logical analysis that convincingly joins all the dots.
Anybody who studies the bombings, invasions, slavery, killings and looting history of the United States will have no doubt about the possibility of such bio attacks against China.

-Cheers Chua

And as such, I just had to post it in my blog.

But you know what? The article was not blog-ready. Grammar, punctuation, idiomatic expressions and other factors rendered it generally unreadable for the general audience. I needed to flush it out, enhance it, and clarify things.

So what we have here is not the raw content that I first saw, but my cleaned up and edited version. I hope that you will like it. Godfree Roberts is a most excellent word smith. I just hope that I did not botch up his magnificent piece with my “improvements”.

Yah! E-gads! Like the United States has been improved by the 16th amendment, eh?

This is a reprint of an article written on Mon, 13 Apr 2020, 9:28 am by Godfree Roberts. It has been edited to fit this venue and all credit to the author. This is taken raw from an email chain and required substantial editing. So I added grammar, punctuation, spelled out the idioms, and abbreviations, and flushed out complex meanings into far simpler (easy to digest) sentences. Never the less, it is a great and outstanding read.

But first recognize some terminology that might confuse...

But you know, you could easily change the nomenclature to PTB (The Powers that Be), the 1%, the Oligarchy, or the global elite. It's just a name. And, after all, they are are one and the same.

OK. Here we go...

The Big American Plan to suppress China, and keep America Number One in the world.

By Godfree Roberts, and edited by Metallicman.

Just my speculation.

After a series of asymmetrical warfare efforts and aggressive trade war failed to derail China, the Z-US deep state decided to deploy bioterrorism as a last-ditch attempt, a final-effort, short of a hot war.
Quote from General Patton. Both Bolton and Pompeo believe that if you are going to fight a war to obtain objectives to utilize every piece of equipment in your arsenal and nothing is off-limits.

Since US has always gotten away unscathed in all its successful bioterrorism efforts on China...

- 2003 SARS1.0,
- H1N1 swine flu,
- H1N5 bird flu,
- African Swine flu,
- locust seeding,
- plant parasites,
- river parasites pollution,...

...it decided to utilize the Pentagon-patented attenuate-Coronavirus again.

But this time it decided to go real big.
Stage 1 – Suppress China

Many intelligent commentators have argued that coronavirus plays to Trump’s strengths – above all his hostility to globalisation and hatred of China. Trump is already playing the Chinese card and will go on doing so. No wonder, blaming China is Trump’s last hope.

-Global Research

They used a virus that is hard to contain. A virus with a long incubation time. A virus that will infect a billion, and overwhelm hospitals. They selected a virus that would kill hundreds of millions. And they targeted China. China, with all its aged Communist Party leadership, to wipe absolutely and completely out.

They would let the COVID-19 run it’s course, and ruin China completely.

And, it certainly has caused damage. That is for certain.
China GDP over time.

So, yes. The plan worked. The launch of this bio-weapon tanked the Chinese GDP. It completely stopped the Chinese “machine” in it’s tracks.

The neocons in the Trump administration must have been giddy with glee.
James Mattis, former head of the military under President Trump. He sat alongside with John Bolton and Mike Pompeo in discussions on how to stop China’s rise and suppress it.

Stage 2 – Control all of Asia

Then, in short order, they could enact the second stage of their plans.

After that, a global Marshall Plan 2.0 will launch.

It would include many elements. From Congress approving measures for Taiwan, Hong Kong, Tibet and Xinjiang “independence”, to American military carrier groups sitting right off the China coast, to legal actions to neuter Chinese industry and government on the world stage, to complete disruption of the Belt and Road initiative.
And China, preoccupied with the COVID-19 bioweapons emergency, and it’s leadership neutered inside of hospital ICU’s on ventilators, the American forces would have the upper hand.

The Marshall Plan 1.0

The Marshall Plan was an American initiative passed in 1948 for foreign aid to Western Europe. The United States transferred over $12 billion in economic recovery programs to Western European economies after the end of World War II.

The stated goals of the United States were to rebuild war-torn regions, remove trade barriers, modernize industry, improve European prosperity, and prevent the spread of Communism.

The Marshall Plan required a reduction of interstate barriers, a dropping of many regulations, and encouraged an increase in productivity, as well as the adoption of modern business procedures, and the adoption of American social norms (fashion, trends, education, policing policy, and pornography), implementation of American society conventions, control of media by American entities, control of industries by American industry, and government that were controlled by the American government.

This Marshall Plan 2.0 is intended to enslave the devastated world just like it did after WWII. The EU, Africa, all of the Pacific and maybe even Russia would bend to the all-knowing, all-powerful, American rule. Thus, establishing a NWO with Z-US as the ultimate unchallenged master.

The entire world would thus use GMO seeds and hormone injected livestock. It would obey and follow centralized American laws, rules and regulations. No matter how nonsensical they would be locally.

Any industry would be majority owned by Americans, and the rest of the world would be neutered militarily and subjected to American style surveillance and manipulation techniques.

And that was / is the big plan.
It’s pretty simple, though the implementation was tricky. And, as we know now, it did not go anywhere near what was planned.

**Implementation**

So the US started the whole shebang by planting a false flag in a Fort Detrick Lab.

A false flag is a covert operation designed to deceive; the deception creates the appearance of a particular party, group, or nation being responsible for some activity, disguising the actual source of responsibility.

-Wikipedia

The false flag was / is “having a leaking (potential) bioweapon“.

It is used as a cover; as an excuse. As a fall-back explanation, were anyone start to trace the biological makeup of the virus back to it’s point of origination.

You know, just in case they’ve been caught red handed. Which they actually were.
This was the fall-back position for “plausible deniability”.

Plausible deniability is the ability of people (typically senior officials in a formal or informal chain of command) to deny knowledge of or responsibility for any damnable actions committed by others.

-Plausible deniability

Fort Detrick, a map showing the wide expanse of this military development facility, with the various QUADS, the parking lots, and all the various outer buildings used in the development of biological weapons of mass destruction.

This is (of course) quite necessary. Otherwise being caught “red handed” would certainly [1] spark a public outcry or even worse [2] an immediate Chinese WMD retaliatory first strike on American cities.
Pretty risky shit. I’ll tell you what.

So ask yourself. Can a civilian agency shut down a military base under the direct control of the President?

No, of course it cannot.

And in this case. Can a weak US CDC shutdown a Pentagon’s powerful Fort Detrick military biowarfare lab? No it absolutely cannot. Or else, for instance, GITMO would be long closed.

We still do not know for certain where the virus that causes the current pandemic has come from. China's first known Covid-19 case has now been traced back to mid November. While the virus is most likely a natural creation the U.S. State Department officials now point to alleged insecurities at the safety level 4 laboratory in Wuhan which did research on similar viruses. It spreads unfounded rumors that the virus escaped from there. But the U.S. itself has many such laboratories with long documented security issues and there is reasonable suspicion that the real patient zero case has happened in the U.S.

Science will eventually solve that conundrum. Until it does there is little to gain from further speculation about it.

-MoA

If 3000 lives can be sacrificed for 911, what’s 30,000 to win another century of American hegemony and rule?

Mike Pompeo Admits COVID-19 Is a “Live Exercise,” Trump Retorts “I Wish You Would Have Told Us”.
Herd Immunity

Now, here’s the beauty of the plan. And why Donald Trump was so adamant in insisting that the Flu was far worse, and that the COVID-19 was nothing that Americans needed to worry about...

The plan was to release a mild strand “A” for “herd immunity” in US.

Not only to release it, but to have it propagate and spread so that the largest number of Americans would get this low-level illness. Sure they might have a sore throat for three days, but that would be it. And afterwards they would be immune to the COVID-19 biological weapon. They would be immunized by “herd immunization”.

And this is exactly why, in the face of all the videos and the news out of China, that Trump was telling people to mingle and not wear masks. To go to outings, and to enjoy themselves. He told people to ignore the news out of China. To go forth.

He did this intentionally. He wanted the American citizenry to get the least lethal stain of COVID-19 to immunize themselves against the most lethal strain.
The basic plan was to release two strands of COVID-19. The weaker strand would allow immunity to build up in the populations that it infected, while the more dangerous strain would decimate the nations that it would encounter. Thus a “perfect” biological war would take place. Where the Chinese would be devastated by the dangerous virus, and the American population would be inoculated from it.

This was intended, and actually took place, before launching a more lethal “B” strain on China. Thousands did die during the immunity (herd immunity) program just like they die during normal vaccinations. However, it was easily covered up under the excuses of a bad flu season, e-vaping deaths, and other reasons.

And it actually was…

According to the latest US media reports, the 2019-20 flu season is "on track for one of the worst flu seasons in decades."
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that the flu has affected 19 million people so far this season and at least 10,000 have died, including at least 68 children. In addition, at least 180,000 people have been hospitalized.

Some US media outlets said flu remains greater threat than coronavirus in the US.

-Global Times

US allies Nato, Australia, New Zealand, Japan & South Korea are also given the “A” strand for herd immunity via US military bases. In short, the United States, all of its Western allies were inoculated in such a way that their populations obtained immunity to the COVID-19.

This is a biowar hypothesis to explain several anomalies in this pandemic. There are two CoronaVirus (CV) strains: “S”, which is low fatality and “L”, which is high fatality.

Propaganda Onslaught

Now, it wasn’t enough to immunize the American nation, and its allies, and then unleash the more virulent and dangerous strain inside China during their most vulnerable time of the year (CNY). Other actions also needed to take place.

SST has fully jumped the shark, it seems, going full in with the "Chinese poisoned us/this is war" concept, which will be the new "Putin stole the election".
Racist troglodytes are already flooding the comment board calling for the summary execution of anyone involved with Chinese students or academic institutions. The empty wheel blog went full in with the Russiagate nonsense and became virtually unreadable. SST is next.

Americans are wigged out, in general. They will believe what they want to believe, and shout anyone else down while insisting they must be Russian or Chinese agents.

-Posted by: jayc | Apr 15 2020 17:26 utc | 3

An entire anti-China propaganda war needed to take place.

- Convince industry to decouple from China.
- Raise American opinion against buying Chinese made or developed products.
- Prepare America for a “hot” war, and military intervention into China.
American propaganda comes in many forms. From news and media, to Hollywood and the idea that Americans fight for “Liberty and Freedom”.

Thus, a series of media warfare efforts began in early 2019. They instigated numerous narratives. With the first narrative being the notion that the vaccine facility in Wuhan (the Wuhan Lab) was actually a military reverse engineering base. And it was stealing American pathogenic Coronavirus to develop Chinese bioweapons. Further, that the Chinese were dirty people, in-
competent, and the facility was leaking the dangerous COVID-19, and covering it up....

I find it really interesting how the many millions of articles that promote the idea that the COVID-19 virus escaped from the lab in Wuhan, fail to provide a simple map showing the relative locations of the buildings in question.

Meanwhile the propaganda onslaught ended up doxxing Chinese scientists. Imagine that! Eh?

And in every other way ... to prepare ground for smearing campaign against
The anti-China campaign, which the Deputy National Security Advisor Matthew Pottinger is running, leaked to Bloomberg that a secret U.S. Intelligence Report claims that China concealed the real numbers of its Covid-19 cases:

"...China has concealed the extent of the coronavirus outbreak in its country, under-reporting both total cases and deaths it’s suffered from the disease, the U.S. intelligence community concluded in a classified report to the White House, according to three U.S. officials."

Nonsense. China did not conceal its number of Covid-19 cases. Nor did it hold back any information.

Reporting numbers during an outbreak of a new disease is actually very difficult.

Cont. reading: China Did Not Deceive Us - Counting Death During An Epidemic Is Really Difficult


Attack on China

So, after the following prerequisite steps were put in place...
- Immunized America and its allies with the non-lethal strain of COVID-19.
- Conducted push and push, and push trade-war "negotiations".
- Instituted a anti-China propaganda onslaught.
- Created a fall-back "plausible deniability" excuse for the COVID-19 virus.

The attack on China began.

In December 2019, 300 herd-immunized US Military soldiers with some injected with higher fatality “B” strand were sent to Wuhan military games to spread. They were also asked to target North Korea & Iran soldiers particularly.

In the process, 5 US soldiers became very sick.

These soldiers were hospitalized at the local hospital in Wuhan, bioposies were taken, and everything was recorded on video, and meticulous records were taken. They were all evacuated in emergency and airlifted by American military transport with the excuse of malaria.
American military troops who were infected with the COVID-19 were evacuated out of Wuhan by military transport in December 2019.

But Chinese did not get alarmed by it.

- https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1183658.shtml

A series of events then unfolded exactly like what was predicted during the Event 201 simulation. From global outbreak to economy impact.
President Trump with his two trusted advisors on International geo-political issues; John Bolton and Pompeo. All of whom wanted to suppress China to Make America Great Again, by any and all means possible.

"while I abhor violence, I sometimes wonder if the true way to fix our broken world is to find a screening process for sociopaths/psychopaths and, once identified, either execute or sterilize them. we've been taking their top-down eugenics programs for decades now (centuries?). maybe what we need is a bottom-up program to rid our institutions of their influence."

I have had that exact same thought before, and I do believe that would be the only way to 'fix' our problems. Our system rewards those socio/psycho traits, hence they always rise to the top. Kind, caring people rarely rise to the top.

-Posted by: David F | Apr 15 2020 19:48 utc | 27
Trump tells everyone that the flu is worse.

Of course, now that the United States is effectively immunized against the COVID-19, there is no need to worry.

Thusly, President Trump could continue to push on the “everything is fine” narrative, and the “flu is much worse”, and “you do not need to wear masks” narratives.

One of the very few remaining posters / pictures that told Americans not to wear a mask. Once, Trump discovered that the “weak” non-lethal stain did not grant viral immunity, he made a “U turn” and told everyone to start wearing masks.

It, from the point of view of President Trump, was to get as many people ex-
posed to the less-lethal COVID-19 virus strain as possible. The more people exposed to it, the more people who would be immune from it’s effects. It’s no wonder that he INSISTED that masks not be worn, that people must continue to attend groups and church meetings, and that everyone should ignore what is going on in China. That America is somehow different.

And what do you know…

That’s the American mainstream narrative; that the Wuhan coronavirus isn’t serious. It isn’t as bad as the flu, and the flu kills thousands of people each and every year. So that there is nothing to be worried about.

- *Coronavirus versus flu: Influenza deadlier than Wuhan …*
- *Flu is Bigger Concern but Wuhan Virus Grabs Headlines*
- *The New Coronavirus Is Scary–But This Year’s Flu Is Much …*
- *Flu virus is much worse than coronavirus | En24 News*
- *You’re more likely to get flu than Wuhan coronavirus*
- *Wuhan coronavirus less of a threat to Americans than flu*

Try to find those posts on the internet now. The past has all been white-washed out.
Until the big “U-turn” by Trump, he insisted that everyone not wear masks. That everyone get exposed to this minor sickness, and that it is not as bad as the flu. Which is true. The mild “herd immunity” strain isn’t all that bad. So, how did Trump know that America had the least dangerous strain, and the Chinese had the nasty strain?

- No, You Do Not Need Face Masks To Prevent Coronavirus
- 10 Of Trump’s Most Damaging Coronavirus Lies
- Intercept: Trump Lying about high flu death numbers, COVID …

Is the American mainstream media narrative correct? That the Wuhan coronavirus isn't anywhere as bad as the seasonal flu?

It's not as bad as the flu. That's the American mainstream narrative; that the Wuhan coronavirus isn't serious. It isn't as bad as the flu, and the flu kills thousands of people each and every year. So that there is nothing to be worried about. Well, I totally disagree. Now, this is not scare-mongering, however you do need to recognize that this is a very serious viral agent and needs to be treated as such. Here we look at a scope of videos that show how nonsensical the American mainstream media narrative actually is.

And of course, the entire American media propagates this narrative. Here’s from USA Today…
So far, there have been an estimated 19 million cases of flu, 180,000 hospitalizations and 10,000 deaths in the U.S. this influenza season— including 68 children, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Worldwide, seasonal influenza epidemics cause 3 million to 5 million severe cases every year and kill up to 650,000 people a year, according to the World Health Organization.

"That just far surpasses the amount of cases compared to the novel coronavirus," Colburn said. "If you didn't travel specifically to Wuhan, China, or have contact with a person with suspected or known coronavirus, your chance of contracting this is extremely low."

-USA Today

That is simply because America and its allies are now (at this point in time) convinced that the Herd Immunized theory has been effectively put in place. Thus, the West was not overly concerned about the outbreak despite the numerous WHO warnings.

Yeah. He, President Trump, know something that everyone else didn’t. For not only did he unleash the deadly strain against China, but he intentionally unleashed the far less virulent strain against the American people.

- One strain to attack China with.
- One strain to defend the United States with viral immunity.
As part of the propaganda onslaught, President Trump and his entire administration and all the Alt-Right media renamed and referred to the virus as the “Chinese virus”, instead of it’s actual name.

The US sat still and waited for the big China collapse.

It was going to infect everyone, and in a few months the entire Chinese nation would collapse.
Mike Pompeo was in great spirits and in a fine positive mood in late January when the COVID-19 started to hit China. Here he is right before he took a flight to Minsk, Russia to discuss geo-political issues with Putin.

With the knowledge that China was in the throes of a complete collapse, Trump authorized and set up a propaganda onslaught designed to pull out its entire supply chain and decouple it globally with border closings. A declaration of global crisis would give US a great excuse for unlimited Quantitative easing (QE) to execute Marshall Plan 2.0. Everything was put into place, and started to be engaged.

And if you recall, at that time, when the news was just starting to say that something was going on off in (far away) China, the American media propaganda machine absolutely and ruthlessly plummeted China for every direction for every possible reason. Within weeks, the American populace were “foaming at the mouth” and demanding Chinese “pay”. Don’t know what for… but “pay!” they demanded.
Leaving the rest of the world “scratching their heads”, why all this anti-China news saturating my feed? Why now? What’s going on?

The recovery will NOT be, but Trump will distract all Americans by screaming against China and how China is responsible for everything. Expect Americans to fall in line and the anti Russia hysteria to now turn into super anti China hysteria. Expect attacks against Asians in USA.

And all because the Chinese were greedy bastards eager to make money and they quickly forgot history and how the Ango Saxon treated them just merely 150 years ago.

As somebody who grew up in Communist Eastern Europe it the 70s, I vividly remember how we were warned how the Americans will try to hurt us by spreading bio weapons. This was grilled into us over and over. The Communists knew. China better gt prepared, the West will try to rip them a brand new assholes. And they got nobody to blame but themselves!

-Posted by: Hoyeru | Apr 16 2020 20:13 utc | 21

The attack on Iran & Italy

The Iran attack reason is obvious.

Italy was singled out for “B” strand infection in Oct19, for committing unforgivable sins in: joining China BRI, adopt Huawei 5G, and refused to join US-Nato hostility towards Russia.
Italy has been hit hard by this virus.

Saudi MBS was tasked to collapse oil price to devastate Russia, Iran & Venezuela oil economy in crisis.

- https://southfront.org/all-out-oil-war-could-lead-to-collapse-of-saudi-arabia/

But what really happened...

But Chinese CDC system was so damn good that it detected the COVID just with only 4~8 reported cases by 31Dec2020.
Only 4 people, perhaps as high as 8, had the virus. Yet the Chinese immediately recognized what was going on and took action.

This was not expected.

As the simulation predicted a few months later with 100 million infections. The simulation expected the Chinese to react months after the CNY holiday, and by that time, the devastation would be uncontrollable and disastrous. They expected and anticipated a scene from a Hollywood movie, or a zombie movie.

The Trump leadership expected a scene right out of a Hollywood movie to take place in China. They planned for it to happen exactly that way.

It was expected that all of China would be shut down, and it’s GDP would plummet while deaths overwhelmed the cities, the leadership and the society. The world would then pull away from China, as they would be immune to the virus. It would be an absolute collapse of the Chinese nation, and agitator cells in Hong Kong and Taiwan would begin efforts (already in place)
to topple the government for “democracy”.

But, yah, that DID NOT HAPPEN.

The Chinese immediately determined it was a biological attack; a biological WMD. A military weapon. A dangerous and lethal virus directed at the Chinese nation, the Chinese people, and the Chinese culture all during the most significant time of the year inside of China.

The Chinese communist party decisively locked down the entire country at DEFCON ONE. They did so realizing the enormous and astronomical economic trillion dollar cost.

The United States' DEFCON (short for "defense readiness condition") scale is a measure of the level of alertness of the nation's defense forces. The DEFCON scale uses a minimum of 5 (for normal peacetime status) and a maximum of 1 (for situations of global severity, like nuclear war).

-How to Understand the DEFCON Scale
The Chinese military went DEFCON ONE and the entire military was alerted on CNY eve. All the military were put on high alert. Not just the bio-weapons division, but also the nuclear, the naval and the special forces as well.

Within 2 months the Chinese contained the epidemic with only 84,000 infections, and 3,400 deaths. The dragon is injured, but not fatally.

So, China got their house in order.

They knew who all the agitators were in Hong Kong, most of whom were “journalists”. They rounded them up, and deported them. The protests in Hong Kong came to a complete and absolute end.
It was American journalists working for the NED / NID that trained and funded the insurgency in Hong Kong.

Jimmy Lai, the billionaire “yellow journalist” who had dreams of being the new King of Hong Kong when China collapsed was seized, and sent to the mainland for “extraction of information”, and punishment (that may or may not include organ harvesting).

Meanwhile all the “rats nests” were cleaned out. Including lawmakers. Which resulted in the complete firing of all the “pro-democracy” teacher elements in the schools and universities.

And while the United States was busy sending two carrier fleets to sit right off the coast of Taiwan (You might have forgot about that eh?) – they expected to instigate some military action while China was busy fighting the bioweapon – China started to “lay down the law” and warn Trump of the consequences.
Op-ed: US to face consequences for attempting to ...
When it comes to Taiwan, America should reflect on its own ...
Taiwan issue no limit U.S. can push – China Plus
Taiwan Travel Act provocative and pointless – China Plus

But...

But... It’s now ready to revenge, with its own biowarfare defense chief Gen Chen Wei. And now he took over the game.

The Chinese military, while not as large as America’s is peer capable and nuclear armed. They are a force to be reckoned with, and know what actually happened.

‘Wolf Warrior’ strives to make China first with coronavirus vaccine.
The virus keeps on mutating...

The virus then mutated from “B” to “C”, “D”, “E”. . . and spread to Asia and back to US & EU.

Mutation paths for the COVID-19.

The COVID-19 Virus has 40 strains.  

Ya. The Chinese knew the source of virus.

The US was caught off guard by China’s unexpected quick success. It was not what was expected. Not at all.
With no excuse for its unlimited \textit{Quantitative Easing (QE)} plan to save a completely collapsing Wall Street, Plan B was launched.

\textbf{Plan B is launched by the United States}

Plan B: US-Nato play fear porn by competing to be the most infected nations. This justified their \textit{Quantitative Easing (QE)} & trillion dollar bailout plans...

... as well as preparing an American police state for a full-on WMD war.

\textbf{But there is a snag...}

But US found its Herd Immune program wasn’t working very well. The COVID-19 “safe” strain did not provide immunity. Once people had the COVID-19 “safe” strain, they still could obtain the COVID-19 “lethal” strain afterwards.

The “herd immunity” system DID NOT WORK.
Further, to make matters even worse, the new virus is a mutated “C” strand, and it was something that it don’t anticipate. And recent data suggests that US cases are more severe than in China.

It didn’t work according to Event 201 playbook.

The US locked everything down. The US thusly alerted UK & Nato make a quick U turn to fully lock-down everything, crippling West economy. It also insisted that any of the vaccines developed by Germany for the COVID-19 would be owned by America for Americans only.

In case you are wondering why Trump insisted in this absurd demand, now you know. The only way that the BIG PLAN would ever be able to come to fruition was if the West had a vaccine and the Chinese did not. Thus it was critical to maintain this level of control over the virus.

America went into lock-down when the weak COVID-19 virus strain was dis-
placed by the very virulent and lethal mutated strain.

They did so on the advice that the “C” strand if left to run its course it would be horrific...

- Typical 60% (210 million) infections.
- With 15% (30 million) hospitalizations.
- Expected 3% (6 million) in the ICU.
- And 0.1~4% (200,000 to 8 million) deaths.

All of this is devastating.

Meanwhile the Russians and the Chinese are not stupid.

China & Russia played along the game by sending medical aids team to study the pandemic situation in the EU.

(I wouldn’t be surprised if) A new strand of Coronavirus is co-developed with vaccines for retaliation. (For, after all, *What’s Good For The Goose Is Good For The Gander.*)
The US is between a rock and a hard place.

US-Nato now finds itself in a quagmire.

If they lift the lock-down too fast to declare success, global economy has not yet devastated with 60M deaths as Event 201 simulated. Unlimited Quantitative Easing (QE) global Marshall Plan 2.0 will not be able roll out successfully if the world economy is not damaged.

N95 masks are in hot demand in the United States, as the government did not believe that the people and citizenry would ever actually need to wear
them. They did not plan on that contingency.

Additionally, the mutated “C” strand is also not responding well to its ready Remdesivir & other prepared vaccines. Nor to the chloroquine treatment. So some lock-down is still required to buy time for new vaccine development.

But holding lockdown for too long, global supplies and food will run out in 60 days.

---

**Donald J. Trump**

@realDonaldTrump

**HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE & AZITHROMYCIN, taken together, have a real chance to be one of the biggest game changers in the history of medicine. The FDA has moved mountains - Thank You! Hopefully they will BOTH (H works better with A, International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents)…..**

10:13 AM · Mar 21, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Trump tweet on the use of chloroquine as a treatment for COVID-19.

This will end up giving China an unprecedented upper hand using its supply chain power. In fact some clusters have already moved production orders to China from West recently due to global supply disruption.

China is now watching the game in a high position.
It has yet to decide if to retaliate or benefit from the crisis. A Chinese Marshall Plan is also been envisaged.

US-Nato is struggling with its own created “epidemic” with no effective vaccines yet.

A Plan C of WMD war with China can’t be launched until Gate’s digital vaccines can be completed, with a well prepared West police state. (The Anglosaxons Mission). America is really not ready. The situation changed, and the plan did not go as it was supposed to.

The US punts.

Seeing no near timeline to end the pandemic, Trump suspended the $10 oil price game by calling Putin & MBS.

He had to do this.

Even Americans like Scott Ritter are admitting that the United States got played by the chess masters:

"Trump cannot turn on or off the U.S. oil-producing spigot, a fact Russia knows only too well. When Trump attempted to gain credit for a 2.5-million-barrel reduction in production brought on by bankruptcy, Russia refused to allow it. Likewise, when Trump promised cuts in oil production to help Mexico meet G20 targets, it was a promise the American president is unable to deliver on. In getting the U.S. to agree to attend a G20 summit on oil production, the Russians lured the U.S."
China and Russia have been busy making joint military treaties and both consider America and its allies as a dangerous, out of control, nation(s).

Otherwise devastated oil nations may cave in to start selling oil in RMB to China, the single largest oil buyer. This will collapse Petrol-dollars, hence destroying US global power.
Cold War 2.0

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo even called the Communist Party of China (CPC), which is going all out to lead the Chinese people in the fight against the coronavirus, the "central threat of our times" on Thursday. US Senator Tom Cotton also made a series of exaggerated accusations against China regarding this crisis.

-Global Times

A Plan D Cold War 2.0 is also on brewing.

Everything is unfolding per the “hybrid war” that Pompeo, Bolton and Trump launched. It is not going as planned, nor as expected, but all indications are that they will continue fighting until they win... or the world is destroyed in the process. They do not care.
That is to play victim suing China as culprit of pandemic for compensation. US & gangs will then confiscate all China overseas assets & treasury, and decouple China permanently.

US, UK, Australian & India politicians have already started making noise, with US officially filing law suits in Texas for $20 trillion dollars, while India suing in International Court. Breaking/Hilarious: India Accuses China of Bio-War Attack with CV19, Files Court Case

China is very busy right now.

China has started its vaccines testing on humans. Once they work, they will able to contain US global bioterrorism damage, hence derailing NWO Marshall Plan 2.0
Chinese attack subs have been on alert since CNY and moved into place when China went DEFCON ONE.

It's also now aggressively ramping up its food production, anticipating a global food shortage soon.

With medical aids and later food aids, the world geopolitical situation will incline in favor of a benevolent helpful China. While Trump continues his tyranny of tightening sanctions and snapping at the allies medical supplies.

It's unlikely China can replace US Petrol dollars with RMB soon, so it will has to contest a new Cold War 2.0 with its aids program and a Marshall Plan after the pandemic is over.

This may divide the world into two, like during the Soviet era.

But India is a "wild card".

But India is the most unstable nuclear time bomb to watch out. Its already fragile fake economy $2.8T will be devastated by its unprepared sudden lockdown on 4hrs notice.

- 50M homeless and beggars are now packed in gov and charity houses to get food.
• 100M migrant workers have lost jobs walking back to village spreading infections.
• 200M slum dwellers living in open cesspits have mostly become jobless running out of food. Living 10 to one tiny zinc roof hut with no toilet and water to wash hand, its super hot bed for virus spreading.
• 700M Indians are still defecating outdoor with no clean water access. Feaces & urine are proven to carry virus for long time. 90% of India cities has no sewage system, polluting all water sources with direct discharge.
• 800M depending on agriculture can’t plough/ harvest their land for spring season will see food shortage & lost income. Many farmers relying on loan to buy Monsanto GMO seeds & weed killers will go bankrupt.
• 1300M poor will deplete most of their tiny savings if any without jobs in couple of months. Consumption will fall to rock bottom. Millions of business will shut in vicious cycle.

India’s economy relies on over 50% in service sector and tiny export will collapse. Its already existent bad debt ridden banking sector will be put to acid test.

But India has no ability to print rupees out of trouble for unlimited Quantitative Easing (QE) like the US & EU. Its already nose deep in debts(70% to GDP) to get more loans.

So Modi may resort to border confrontation with Pakistan again to divert attention.

And we can well expect that the US will try goad it for a false flag nuclear war hoping to drag China in using India as cannon fodder.
Conclusions about the Big Plan

The US & China will decide the entire world's future within the next 5 years.

Expect Trump to escalate the trade war, further restrict exports to China, block Chinese corporate requirements, and threaten China's debt holdings as some form of "reparations." Expect military saber rattling to increase around Taiwan in addition to shows of strength from Guam (B52 flights).

In other words, recall Bukharin's warning that trade wars are only "partial sorties." In the end, they will be solved by "real force...the force of arms."

What we are witnessing is an unprecedented concentration of all contradictions of global capitalism and imperialism.

-Posted by: Prof K | Apr 16 2020 18:57 utc | 8
years.

- The US is geared toward a hegemony world lead by its MAGA policy.
- China is for a common destiny of mankind with a multi-polar world.

What will occur during this tumultuous time is undefined, but quite frightening.

What will be next?

As the entire world is right now suffering from the United States bio-weapon attack, keep in mind that any nation that is willing to use bio-weapons will not have any qualms to using nuclear weapons either.

- 9 terrifying things Donald Trump has publicly said about …
- What Does Donald Trump Really Think About Using Nuclear …
- Trump reportedly suggested using nuclear weapons to stop …
- Trump appears to confirm open secret about US nuclear …
- Trump’s new nuclear weapon has been deployed

Any nation that is willing to use bio-weapons will not have any problem in using nuclear weapons either.
Donald Trump is already deploying low yield nuclear weapons on active military platforms.

Inuit's view of Sociopaths: "Kunlangeta is allegedly an Inuit Yupik word for psychopath – in a 1976 study anthropologist Jane M. Murphy, then at Harvard University, found that an isolated group of Yupik-speaking Inuits near the Bering Strait had a term (kunlangeta) they used to describe “a man who ... repeatedly lies and cheats and steals things and ... takes sexual advantage of many women–someone who does not pay attention to reprimands and who is always being brought to the elders for punishment.” When Murphy asked an Inuit what the group would typically do with a kunlangeta, he replied, “Somebody would have pushed him off the ice when nobody else was looking.”

-Posted by: john | Apr 15 2020 20:00 utc | 31

As long as you had money you could board a ship to England or France and get the hell out Russia back then, but Americans can't apply for asylum in either Canada or Mexico because of treaties put in place that would have us sent back. Best to keep family passports in order, some cash on hand, a bit of gold coins, and have at least one account with a foreign bank. BTW, don't wait for the last plane out.
What you can do...

Not too much. You need to accept things as they are right now. You need to look at the real situation and not endlessly debate the news and propaganda. You need to start taking action, on a personal level, right now.

Right now.

There will be change.

It might be sudden, and swift. Or, it might be slow and gradual. But change will occur. It will occur on many levels.

The changes that everyone are expecting will probably NOT be the ones that will actually manifest. Be safe. Spend time with loved ones. Be part of your community. Be able to contribute, in some way, and at some physical level to the world around you.

You will be fine.

It's very unlikely the USA will collapse in a single historical event.

As a capitalist nation, the USA is much more decentralized, fragmented and anarchic (in production and distribution of the wealth it produces and consumes) than the USSR. The USSR was a centrally planned economy: when Gorbachev committed the mistake of demoralizing and destroying the CPSU, he automatically destroyed the USSR.
That will not be the case of the USA: the fall of Washington D.C. - or even Wall Street - would not be the immediate end of the USA.

The most likely scenario for an end of the USA would be for a gradual and constant degeneration of its social structure, with or without balkanization (probably with). This balkanization would be very violent, because local capitalists would assemble private armies and fight against each other for supremacy and the reunification of the USA (a la Roman Empire).

It would be a Mad Max *cum* Yugoslavia scenario.

The problem with this is: who would be in control of the American nuclear arsenal?

Will the USAAF be capable of stopping with the balkanization process and thus keep the country united?

Will the USA anihilate the rest of the world before it would disappear, in an act of nihilism?

A lot of known unknowns - let alone unknown unknowns.

-Posted by: vk | Apr 16 2020 20:06 utc | 16

Finally, a final statement.

Well the “big plan” did not go as it was supposed to.

Most of the people who are now going to pay for the mistakes made by the Trump – Pompeo – Bolton cabal are just normal people trying to live their lives in peace. You cannot undo their folly. Instead, you must ride out the situation...

You must play the cards that you are dealt with.
Just keep in mind this truth;

People who make or work with real physical things will do better than those that work with paper, budgets, theories, and intangibles. When the going gets tough, it’s the farmer that stays employed, not the social justice activist.

What this means is...

Dollar as global reserve currency will persist only so long as China goes along with it, which won't be all that long as they are already hashing out deals to denominate trade with other countries in currencies other than the dollar. The dollar stuck around so long as GRC because for quite a while after WWII much of the international trade involved purchasing goods manufactured in the US. Obviously that is not the case anymore.

As vk @16 mentioned above, manufacturing is the real economy. Capitalist finance is just a parasite on the real economy. On its own finance can do nothing but shuffle paper around.

What the dollar worshipers don't realize is that it isn't the share of the GRC that is important, it is what currency the people who make stuff that other people want to buy are selling their goods in that is important. The US has very little leverage to force the Chinese to sell their products in dollars.
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